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Abstract 
Dow, A. and J. Vermeer, An example concerning the property of a space being Lindeliif in 
another, Topology and its Applications 51 (1993) 255-259. 
A space X is said to be LindelGf in a space Z if every open cover of Z has a countable subcover 
of X. Ranchin asks if there must always be a Lindelof Y with X c Y c Z. We answer this in the 
negative. 
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A subspace X is Lindeliif in a space Z if for every open cover of Z there is a 
countable subcover of X. Ranchin (151, see also 111) has asked for an example of a 
pair X CZ where X is Lindelof in Z and yet there is no Lindelof space Y such 
that X c Y c Z. We find an example but such examples still seem surprisingly hard 
to find since one feels they ought to be abundant. For example, we do not know if 
there is an example (in ZFC) of such a pair with I X I = w,. We also uncover an 
interesting question about the existence of ccc P-sets in the remainder of P-spaces. 
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We introduce P-spaces since the question seems to be much easier to analyze 
when X is a P-space. Indeed, it can be seen that a P-space X is Lindelof in a 
space 2 if and only if cl,(X) is weakly Lindelof. Recall that a space X is weakly 
Lindeliif if every open cover has a countable subcollection whose union is dense. A 
closed subset K of a space X is a P-set of X if every G, of X containing K is a 
neighbourhood of K. A space X is a P-space if every G, is open, equivalently if 
every singleton is a P-set. A space is basically disconnected if it is zero-dimensional 
and every countable union of clopen sets has clopen closure. For example, if X is a 
P-space, then its Tech-Stone compactification, /3X, is basically disconnected. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a P-space and let bX be a basically disconnected compactification 
of X. Then X is LindelGf in Z c bX if and only if Z meets every P-set of bX. 
Proof. It is easily seen that if Z does not meet every P-set of bX, then X is not 
Lindeliif in Z. For the other direction, suppose that %! is an open cover of Z 
which does not have a countable subcollection which covers X. We will show that 
Z does not meet each P-set of bX. We may assume that Z!C CO(bX). Let 
W= {W%CO(bX): (32% [Y]“)[W=U]} 
Since bX is basically disconnected W is a countably complete ideal. Furthermore, 
since X is a P-space, it follows that W is a proper ideal. Indeed, for each 
countable %’ c %/, X\m= X\ U %‘. Therefore, P = fl (bX\ w: WE 26 is a 
nonempty P-set of bX. Since W covers Z, it follows that Z does not meet every 
P-set of bX. q 
The next result follows from the fact that the only P-sets in a ccc space are 
open. 
Lemma 2. Let bX be a basically disconnected compactification of a P-space X. 
Suppose S c bX\X is ccc, has no dense Lindeliif subset, and that 3 is a P-set of bX. 
Then X is Lindeldf in Z = S U (bX\s) and Z has no dense Lindeliif subset. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and the fact 3 is ccc, it follows that X is Lindelof in Z. 
Suppose that Y is a Lindeliif dense subset of Z. Since X is a P-space, it is easily 
seen that Xc Y. Therefore, X is Lindelof in Y, hence, again by Lemma 1, it 
follows that Y n 5 CS is dense in s. But this contradicts that S has no dense 
Lindelof subspace. q 
Clearly if X and Z are as in the previous lemma, then Z has no Lindelof 
subspace containing X, but let us emphasize, as we will need this later, that Z has 
no dense Lindelof subset at all. Now we must find a suitable ccc space which can 
be embedded as a P-set in a basically disconnected compactification of a P-space. 
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Lemma 3. There is a dense subset S of 2”’ which has no Lindeliif dense subset. 
Proof. Let T, be the set of all f E 2”’ such that f-‘(l) has cardinality n and let 
T= kJ ,,=“Tn. Notice that each T, is relatively discrete and that the closure of T, 
(in 2”l) is lJ T m<n rn’ Let S, ={f E T,,: n =max(f~‘(l>n~>} and let S= lJ,,,S,. 
It is easily verified that S is dense in 2”“. Now if f is a limit point of S,, then 
f(n) = 1 and f E U T m<n in, hence f 66 S. Therefore S, is closed and discrete in S. 
Since S is not separable, it follows easily that S has no dense Lindeliif subspace. 
q 
Corollary 4. Any space which maps irreducibly (or by an open map) onto 2”’ has a 
dense subspace which has no Lindeliif dense subset. 
We do not know if, in ZFC, there is a P-space X, such that PX contains a ccc 
nonseparable P-set. However, it is fairly well known that the consistency of the 
existence of such a space follows from the consistency of measurable cardinals. If c 
is real-valued measurable, then there is such a P-set in PC (but one should find a 
dense subspace with no dense Lindelof subset in order to apply this to Ranchin’s 
problem). If, instead of adding Random reals to get that the continuum is 
real-valued measurable, one adds Cohen reals, then Solovay’s technique [6] shows 
that there is a P-set in PC which maps irreducibly onto 2” for some A 2 c. This 
does show that, in this model, there is a Z cpc which contains no dense Lindeliif 
subset and such that the discrete space c is Lindelof in Z. We will skip the proof 
since our main reason for discussing this result is to motivate the question: It is 
consistent that for all P-spaces X, each compact ccc P-set of /3X has isolated 
points (i.e., are the infinite ccc P-sets homeomorphic to PN)? 
Indeed we can resolve Ranchin’s question without appealing to measurable 
cardinals. In fact, we will show that there is a Z C/?C as discussed above. 
Theorem 5. There is a P-space X with a basically disconnected compactification bX 
and a Z c bX so that X is Lindeliif in Z but Z contains no dense Lindelof subspace. 
Proof. Let X be the space 2”” with the G,-topology. We let 9’(2”1) denote the 
Baire c-algebra of subsets of 2”” (i.e., the countably complete algebra generated by 
the clopen sets, [4]). By definition, .%‘(2”1) is a-complete. Therefore, the Stone 
space of 9(2”1), which we will denote by bX is basically disconnected. We use the 
notation bX since X is canonically homeomorphic with a dense subspace of bX. 
Let JV denote the ideal of Baire sets which are meagre subsets of 2”‘. Again Jf is 
countably complete. Therefore, K = bX\ U {I *: I E .,F} is a P-set in bX, where I * 
is the usual clopen subset of bX as given by Stone duality. The set K maps 
irreducibly onto 2”‘; in fact, it is the Gleason space of 2”’ (see [2]). To see this, 
observe that CO(K) =3?(2”1/N). Now, for b E.%‘(~~I), let 
cp(b/.M) = U{UECO(~~‘): U\bE_&“}. 
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It can be shown (essentially by Baire’s theorem, [3]) that cp is an isomorphism 
between 9?(2”l)/Jy and R0(2”1), the regular open algebra (see [2]). Finally one 
applies Stone duality. Now we are finished by Lemma 2, since, by Corollary 4, S 
can be chosen so as to have no dense Lindelof subspace. q 
A map f : X - Y is perfect if it is closed and has compact fibres. The Lindelof 
property is preserved by continuous maps and inversely preserved by perfect maps 
[3]. The next proposition shows that this is also the case for the “Lindeliif in” 
property. These two results show that counterexamples to Ranchin’s question are 
preserved by perfect maps and inversely preserved by using full preimages under 
perfect maps. 
Proposition 6. Let f : Z, * Z, be a perfect map. Zf X0 is Lindeliif in Z,, then f(X,> 
is Lindeliif in Z, and if X, is Lindeltif in Z,, then f-‘(X,1 is Lindeltif in Z,. 
Proof. First suppose that X0 is Lindelijf in Z,. Towards showing that f(Xo> is 
Lindeliif in Z,, let Y/, be an open cover of Z,. Now let %!’ c FYI be a countable 
collection such that X0 c U{f-‘(17): U E %!‘). Clearly f(X,> c U %‘. 
Now suppose that X, is Lindeliif in Z,. To show that f- ‘(X,1 is Lindelijf in Z, 
we will work with filters of closed sets rather than open covers. Recall that, since f 
is perfect, if F c Z, is closed then f [ F] is a closed subset of Z,. Fix a filter 9 of 
closed subsets of Z, such that (7 9 = 6. Since X, is Lindelijf in Z,, there is a 
countable 9’cF such that n{X, nf[F]: FESS’) is empty. Clearly n{f-‘(X,) 
n F: FE 9’1 is also empty. 0 
Corollary 7. There is a Z c p C, where c is discrete, such that c is Lindeliif in Z, and 
such that Z has no dense Lindeliif subset. 
Proof. Since the density of X = (2”1), is c, there is a map f from PC onto bX 
which takes c injectively into X, where bX is as in Theorem 5. To apply 
Proposition 6, let Z, = Z c bX be as in Theorem 5, let Xi = f [ c] and let Z, and 
X0 (i.e., c) be the corresponding preimages in PC under f. Since X is Lindelof in 
Z, and X, cX, it follows that Xi is Lindelof in Z,. Therefore, by Proposition 6, c 
is Lindelijf in Z,. We finish by observing that Z, has no dense Lindelof subspace 
since Z = f(Z,,) does not. 0 
Question 8. Is there a subset Z of pw, which meets every P-set of pwi and yet has 
no dense Lindeliif subset? 
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